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Operating context
Acting Group  
Chief Executive’s review 

Mr Mohammed Mahomedy
Acting Group Chief Executive

addressing our performance context and 
results for the year, I would like to share 
my concluding thoughts on the matter,  
as stated by me, as well as other Transnet 
employees (past and present) and 
representatives of MNS Attorneys at  
the inquiry.

By all accounts, Transnet was 
successfully manipulated to benefit a 
small group of individuals and entities 
through the following modus operandi:  
1.  Significant procurement transactions 

for goods and services were executed, 
requiring willing participants both 
internally and externally; and

2.  Local consulting firms were inserted 
by certain Transnet executives to 
identify commercial opportunities 
using Transnet’s supplier 
development mechanisms. In some 
instances, it transpired, companies 
were paid without having performed 
any work.

The incumbent Board and executive 
management have engaged in much 
debate and introspection around how this 
phenomenon took root, and the extent to 
which it had swept up willing enablers as 
it gained momentum. Following our own 
forensic investigations, and in 
collaboration with the Zondo Commission, 
Werksmans and MNS Attorneys, and 
various law-enforcement agencies, it is 
emerging that the large-scale corruption 
manifested due to considerable breaches 
of corporate governance and the 
manipulation of certain accountability 
processes and policies without due regard 
for the monumental risks and burdens 
placed on the organisation’s financial 
sustainability. 

We have subsequently introduced 
measures to enable an immediate 
improvement in our procurement 
processes and controls, including:
• Bringing in enhanced Treasury risk 

management and oversight;
• Embedding financial and capital 

controls that should exist – and have in 
the past;

• Amending the Company’s delegation  
of authority to limit the authority of 
individuals in signing off on 
procurement transactions and  
capital decisions;

• Implementing end-to-end contracting 
systems;

•  Significantly improving oversight and 
assurance processes; and

•  Implementing a remedial plan to 
address:

 –  the prevention identification and 
reporting of fruitless and wasteful 
expenditure;

 –  irregular expenditure that does not 
comply with operational policies;

 –  losses through criminal conduct; and

 – the collection of all revenue.

Notwithstanding the flawed judgments of 
some of our people coming to light during 
the Zondo Commission, I sincerely believe 
that most of our 55 000-strong Transnet 
community are good, committed and 
passionate people who have given of 
themselves for the benefit of the 
organisation and all that it stands for. 
Transnet is a significant entity in the lives 
of South Africans and the local business 
community, and together, we remain 
committed to the organisation’s success 
and its developmental mandate.

The year in review
Economic overview and 
financial capital 
performance
South Africa’s economy has performed 
sluggishly during the financial year, 
contracting at times and showing signs of 
recovery at other times. There was a 
short-lived technical recession during the 
second quarter of the 2018 calendar 
year, with a growth of 1,4% in the fourth 
quarter contributing to an overall growth 
rate of 0,8% for the year. The marginal 
growth was a result of a decline in activity 
in the agriculture, transport and 
manufacturing industries, as well as 
reduced activity in Government sectors 
and trade. We saw energy prices 
fluctuating markedly in the second half of 
2018, mainly reflecting supply factors, 
with sharp falls towards the end of the 
year. The market challenges are perhaps 
best exemplified by South Africa’s 
unemployment rate increasing to 27,5% at 
the end of the third quarter of 2018, 
averaging 25,71% from 2000 until 2019. 

Regardless of the tough economic and 
operational contexts, the Company 
continued to achieve notable results, 
confirmed by increased EBITDA at 3,8% 
and a net profit of R6,0 billion for the year 
– a 24,7% increase on the prior year.

The Company’s financial capital outcomes 
for the year are outlined in more detail in 
the Group Chief Financial Officer’s review 
and in Our performance and outlook 
section on page 46.

Continued investment in 
sustaining our 
manufactured capital
We continued to execute our asset 
investment programme, spending  
R17,9 billion, a 17,9% decrease from the 
previous year (2018: R21,8 billion). Our 
capital investment for the year ended  
31 March 2019 represents R3,2 billion 
invested in the expansion of capacity, 

1 “a Commission of Inquiry to investigate allegations of state capture, corruption and fraud in the Public Sector including organs of state…” https://
www.sastatecapture.org.za/uploads/Terms_Of_Reference.pdf

I recently helped dock a ship liner via 
a series of cell phone conversations 
with our port team. The success of it 
was exhilarating and a moment of 
great pride as we docked the vessel 
two days before its due date. The 
exuberance was short lived as relief 
set in. As a result of our collective 
‘can do’ attitude on that day, a major 
automotive client could meet its 
critical business objectives. Relief, 
however, turned to frustration given 
procedural red tape that could have 
delayed the process. I was 
attempting to help remotely execute 
what is standard procedure at our 
ports, the failure of which would 
have had catastrophic consequences 
for our customer, and by extension 
for us as well. I recall this incident 
here to emphasise the need for 
procedures and processes that are 
appropriately adaptable and reliable 
to support our business priorities 
with due urgency; and to remind our 
people to be personally inspired and 
accountable to achieve excellence in 
their daily tasks. We must put the 
customer’s priorities first, no matter 
what it takes.

2019 was a challenging year for me, 
personally and professionally; firstly, 
stepping into the position of Acting 
Group Chief Financial Officer, and then 
into the position of Acting Group Chief 
Executive. I am both humbled and 
inspired by the opportunity to serve our 
people as we change course, quite 
abruptly, from the accelerated capital 
investment approach of the seven-year 
Market Demand Strategy as well as the 
corrosive effects of ‘state capture’ on our 
business.

The task at hand requires that we first 
strengthen our internal controls, 
particularly as they relate to our 
procurement environment and 
investment activities; secondly, that we 
stabilise and restore our core operations; 
and thirdly, that we rectify the 
maintenance backlog and broader lack of 
coordination in our investments through a 
less capital-intensive approach to take 
full advantage of the Company’s recent 
expansion projects. A bold refocusing is 
critical to ensuring Transnet’s rail, ports 
and pipeline infrastructure operates at 
globally competitive standards. Transnet 
can capitalise on emerging opportunities 
but, only if the Company can significantly 
improve performance in its core business.

How we disappointed
During May 2019, I presented my views 
on the impact of the scourge of state 
capture on our business at the Zondo 
Commission of Inquiry1. Before 
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mainly on the integrated freight network, 
while R14,7 billion was invested to 
maintain capacity, mainly in the rail and 
ports divisions, taking the total 
investment for the past seven years  
to R183,5 billion.

More specifically, as at 31 March 2019, 
the cumulative expenditure incurred on 
the 1 064 locomotive contract amounted 
to R33,6 billion, with R3,9 billion invested 
in the current year. A total of 525 
locomotives had been accepted into 
operations, with a further seven 
locomotives delivered and undergoing 
acceptance testing. Additionally,  
Freight Rail and Engineering embarked on 
a programme to build 318 CR13 wagons 
for the iron ore line, and 169 CR19 
wagons for the general freight business. 
For the year ending 31 March 2019, a 
total of 393 wagons were manufactured, 
commissioned and accepted into 
operations by Freight Rail, resulting in a 
capital investment of R607 million.

We highlight other sustaining 
infrastructure investments on page 55 of 
this report.

Commitment to our 
customers
To restore the credibility of our State-
owned institutions, both in South Africa 
and internationally, we must stabilise and 
strengthen our operations to deliver 
sustained value. While our infrastructure 
provides the engine for economic growth, 
our customers fuel Transnet’s momentum 
forward. Our seventh consecutive annual 
customer satisfaction survey raised 
several concerns, including declining rail 
performance levels, poor port 
productivity, poor customer 
communications and a lack of integration 
on key customer touchpoints. Greater 
effort is required to satisfy our 
customers’ needs.  

During the year, we hosted integrated 
customer and industry engagements to 
better understand their requirements 
and to discern where we are not 
measuring up. The engagements included 
customer breakfasts and customer 
steering committees; and specific 
forums, such as the NAAMSA Automotive 
Industry Supply Chain Forum and the 
Container Liner Operators Forum. 
Constructive outcomes of the proactive 
engagements included concluding 
long-term take-or-pay contracts with 
eight manganese clients, as well as 
signing an internal Transnet Customer 
Charter (in September 2018) to drive a 
customer-centric culture in the Company. 

On page 57 of this report, we detail some 
of our proud moments during the year, 
when we excelled beyond the basics.

Safety and security 
performance in our 
operations
Safety and organisational 
well-being
It was gratifying to see that disabling 
injuries declined in our operations, with 
the Company’s disabling injury frequency 
rate (DIFR) decreasing from 0,73 in 2018 
to 0,71. However, we still experienced an 
unacceptably high occurrence of safety 
incidents during the year, losing four 
colleagues and 134 members of the 
public to fatal accidents in and around 
our operations. As leadership, we are 
mindful of the inherent safety challenges 
in our operations and are determined to 
improve Transnet’s safety performance 
by implementing global-standard safety 
measures and initiatives. That said, 
employee safety and well-being are not 
simply the responsibility of management. 
It is imperative that all our people 
internalise a culture of self-preservation 
and safety consciousness, which, I 
believe, starts with self-confidence and 
pride in doing purposeful and productive 
work every day. It is also concerning to 
note that both our planned and unplanned 
absentee rates continued an upward 
trend from the prior year, with our overall 
unplanned leave cost to company at 
R614,3 million (2018: R585,1 million) and 
our planned sick leave cost at  
R454,8 million (2018: R439,7 million).

With the organisation’s painful 
governance failures coming to light, as 
well as the challenging working 
conditions I describe further on in this 
review – especially at our ports – it would 
be fair to assume that low employee 
morale was a major contributor to 
absenteeism. While we can empathise, we 
owe it to ourselves and our stakeholders 
to rebuild our collective confidence and 
to recommit to personal accountability 
and ethical business practices. Without 
these qualities we cannot be the company 
our customers, Shareholder and the 
people of South Africa need us to be.  
At the time of publishing this report, 
management had embarked on an 
employee engagement programme to 
determine and address main areas of 
concern as part of a remedial action plan. 
More on this further on in my review.

Security, theft and community 
unrests 
As leadership, we are concerned about 
the frequency and severity of the impacts 
of security incidents and theft in our 
operations during the financial year, 
which included cable theft, derailments 
and community unrest, particularly on the 
Export Coal line. Overall, we experienced 
65 running line derailments, and  
153 shunting derailments.

Derailments, suspected cases of cable 
theft and vandalism, as well as incidents 
of coal, chrome and petrochemical 
spillages also caused significant 
environmental incidents. These incidents 
have ripple effects on our ability to 
deliver on planned volumes and to comply 
with environmental regulations. They 
further cause tensions with adjacent 
communities, incur high remedial costs 
and affect our reputation. Our divisional 
managers must create sufficient 
awareness of the integrated nature of 
our operations and the potential 
trade-offs of working in a highly  
industrialised operating environment.  
We cannot look at issues of security and 
theft as separate from commercial 
sustainability, stakeholder relations, 
environmental compliance and the 
reputational impacts they may have for 
us as a company.

We provide more details on these issues 
in our PFMA reporting on page 74.  
We also provide more detail on our health 
and safety performance on page 63.

Preserving our natural 
capital
To plan effectively for our future 
infrastructure requirements, it is critical 
that we consider the reliability of water 
access and future water quality in our 
national operations. According to the 
Department of Water and Sanitation, 
without intervention, South Africa faces 
a deficit of about 3 000 billion litres of 
water per year by 20302. With our 
national operational footprint, Transnet’s 
operations are particularly exposed to 
climate change impacts and water-access 
challenges. During the year, we 
participated in the Carbon Disclosure 
Project: Water and achieved a “C” score3, 
highlighting a critical need for the 
business to step up its water stewardship 
efforts. A Transnet-wide water strategy, 
which would consider water-saving 
mechanisms and alternative water 
sources, such as setting up desalination 
and recycling facilities, will be developed 
in the coming financial year.

With the introduction of carbon tax to 
South Africa in June 2019, businesses are 
encouraged to implement measures that 
will reduce greenhouse gas emissions, 
and to mitigate costs in the value chain. 
Transnet views the tax as an opportunity 
to motivate for, and to provide the 
solution of shifting more cargo from road 
to rail, especially for hauling large 
volumes of high-density freight over long 
distances. To this end, Freight Rail 
achieved a meaningful annual 
contribution to reduce carbon emissions 
in the transport sector through its ‘rail 
tonnage gains’ of 1 650 266 tonnes,  
with 110 078,8 tCO2e carbon emission 
savings.

More detail on our natural capital 
performance is reported in the 
operational performance section on  
page 64.

How we will recover
In many respects, we should thank brave 
and pervasive journalism for lifting the lid 
on corruption in our Company and our 
wider social context in recent years. 
Judge Professor Mervyn King, Chairman 
of the IIRC Council4 suggests that we 
have entered a new age of immediacy in 
which society has ‘rigorous transparency’ 
at its fingertips through social media and 
will no longer accept wrongful acts 
committed by companies. As a SOC, with 
a national mandate to better the lives of 
all South Africans, we would do well to 
keep this top of mind.

For me, ‘radical transparency’ is about 
visibility and ‘radical authenticity’ – 
seeing it, and saying it as it is. My first 
months as Acting Group Chief Executive 
were concerned with understanding what 
our people really think and feel, where 
they need support, and what they need in 
their jobs to thrive. As the executive, we 
have been inspired by the notion of 
visible and accessible leadership, as 
demonstrated by the current Transnet 
Board and Shareholder. Accordingly,  
we embarked on a series of operational 
site visits and ‘walkabouts’ at the ports, 
which culminated in a report on our 
findings to the Transnet Chairperson.  
We endeavoured to meet as many 
employees as possible. In a 72-hour 
period, we met approximately 2 500 
people from Port Elizabeth, Durban and 
Cape Town. We met the 5am shift workers 
and appreciated their dedication to wake 
up three hours earlier to make their way 
to work on time. We met staff going off 
shift at 10pm and realised the challenge 
this posed to them spending quality time 
with their families. We were taken aback  
though at their claims that this was the 
first time that they had met any of the 
executives from Johannesburg. People 
shared with us their concerns about 
challenging working conditions, which 
included absent operational equipment, 
poor condition of assets, maintenance 
breakdowns, and facilities that require 
urgent attention. They showed us 
buildings with shattered windows, broken 
lights and cracked shower doors. Overall, 
we found marked differences between 
the quality of amenities between the 
ports, so much so that we could not 
believe we were in the same Transnet.

I took from this experience that the small 
stuff matters, and that we cannot expect 
our people to take pride in their work if 
Transnet as a company does not show 
pride in them first, by ensuring the most 
basic of dignified working conditions. 
Calls to ‘excellence’ and ‘customer 
centricity’ are meaningless if people feel 
unacknowledged, insecure and 
uncomfortable in their immediate 

surroundings. We also know that 
economically strapped people have few 
economic options and that corruption 
thrives upon weaknesses in key economic, 
political and social institutions.

Looking ahead
As Acting Group Chief Executive, this 
may be my first and final public call to 
action. As such, I am appealing to 
divisional managers to mobilise and to 
provide lasting, implementable solutions 
to our teams on the ground. As the 
Executive Committee, we have activated 
teams to assist with the state of 
equipment and to address the 
maintenance backlog matters. Asset care 
should become part of our DNA. We have 
further, developed a 90-day remedial 
plan, a blueprint that addresses culture, 
values, efficiency and operational 
effectiveness, focusing on our most 
pressing challenges:
1.  Transnet has embarked on a 

programme to renegotiate 
contractual terms with OEMs of the  
1 064 programme to align with 
Transnet’s requirements in the short, 
medium and long term, and where 
feasible, to recover funds.  

 a.  R618 million has been recovered 
from China South Rail, with a 
further R86 million being  
pursued; and

 b.  We are exploring legal options and 
processes to set aside interest 
rate swap transactions costing 
the organisation R400 million  
a year.

2.  We are working to improve the role 
and function of Group forensics 
insofar as it relates to the collapse of 
governance and administrative 
functions within the organisation.

3.  With procurement challenges 
presenting both reputational and 
operational risks, we are mapping 
assurance activities and lines of 
assurance against each step in the 
procurement process.

4.  We are exploring various sustainable 
solutions to support Transnet 
Engineering to achieve financial 
sustainability, and resolving service 
level agreement terms between 
Engineering and Freight Rail.

5.  We are formulating a real estate 
strategy to address governance 
failings in our Property unit and to 
reduce revenue leakages and audit 
findings.

6.  We are working to align our digital 
strategy across all business units to 
create a single-view perspective of 
all digital initiatives within Transnet.

7.  With the recent exposure of 
compromising conduct, characterised 
by employees circumventing internal 
controls, an ethical revival is required 
in the organisation. Accordingly, we 
are designing an ethics programme to 
support the behavioural change 
required within the Company to 

rebuild our corporate standing and 
reputation.

At the time of publishing this report, our 
executive and extended executive 
leadership structures are comprised of 
several interim executives, some of 
whom have been with Transnet for more 
than two decades. As such, they bring 
institutional knowledge and 
organisational experience, as well as 
fresh perspectives and objectivity to the 
business. I would like to commend them 
for taking full and primary accountability 
for stewarding the organisation through 
a challenging period while the process 
for recruiting permanent executive 
members is actively underway. 

Every company on the planet 
experiences challenges. The companies 
that stand head and shoulders above the 
others are those that respond 
appropriately and decisively. It is time to 
take decisive action, and to act in the 
best interest of our customers, our 
company and our country.

In appreciation
I would like to express my heartfelt 
gratitude to each of our employees for 
their courage and steadfastness during 
the year. Together we must safeguard the 
three fundamentals of our business: our 
finances, our procurement processes and 
our operations. We, the people, are the 
heart of the business and it is up to us to 
take care of these fundamentals, each 
with personal accountability and pride. I 
look forward to a new chapter within 
Transnet, in which we can rebuild trust 
and pride – with each other, with our 
customers and with the people of South 
Africa.

Thank you to the Transnet Shareholder 
Minister, Mr Pravin Gordhan; the Transnet 
Chairperson, Dr Popo Molefe; the Board; 
the Acting Chief Financial Officer,  
Mr Mark Gregg-Macdonald; and the 
Transnet executives for your 
encouragement and guidance as I 
stepped into the role of Acting Group 
Chief Executive. With your support, I 
trust that I will be equal to the 
challenging yet aspirational task of 
shepherding Transnet in the interim as it 
rebuilds and repositions itself for growth.

Mr MS Mahomedy
Acting Group Chief Executive

26 September 2019
Johannesburg

2 https://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/a-countrywide-water-shortage-is-looming-and-government-is-mum-on-wastewater-audit-20190225
3 The main idea is that a company goes through four main steps, starting with disclosure of their current position; moving to awareness which looks at 

whether a company is conscious of its environmental impact; to management, so if a company is managing these overall impacts and the risks and 
opportunities related to these; and finally leadership, which is a measure of whether a company is implementing best practices in this environmental 
realm. F: Failure to provide sufficient information; D: Disclosure; C: Awareness; B: Management; A: Leadership. 4 https://integratedreporting.org/news/2018-address-by-judge-professor-mervyn-king-chairman-of-the-council-iirc/
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Executive Committee

Executive Committee members whose contracts expired/are on 
suspension and/or resigned

Policy  
Development

Rail
Transport

Business 
Development, 

Marketing  
and Sales

Risk  
Management

Stakeholder 
Relations

Business 
Acquisitions  
and Contract 
Management

Information  
and  

Communications 
Technology

Transformation  
and Socio-
economic 

Development 

Project 
Management

Operations
Management

HR and  
Industrial 
Relations

Corporate 
Governance

Management  
and  

Leadership

Legal,  
Compliance  

and Regulatory

Infrastructure, 
Logistics and 

Manufacturing

Strategy and 
Planning

Economics, 
Finance and 
Investment

Auditing and 
Accounting

Procurement  
and Supply  

Chain

Construction  
and  

Engineering

Executive Committee members’ competencies 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 2010 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Mohammed Suleman 
Mahomedy

Acting Group Chief Executive

Date of birth:  
March 1971

Year of appointment: 
2008

Appointed AGCE  
1 May 2019

Academic qualifications
Refer to Board profile on  
page 10

2 5 6 7 19 19 19 19

Rebatho Madiba 

Acting Chief Information 
Officer

Date of birth:  
February 1978

Year of appointment: 
2013

Appointed Acting CIO and  
Exco member 1 October 2018

Academic qualifications
BSc Information Systems 
(University of Leeds) (UK)

1 2 5 12 16 19 19 19

Mark Gregg-Macdonald 

Acting Group Chief Financial 
Officer

Date of birth:  
February 1960

Year of appointment: 
First appointment 2001
Appointed Acting GCFO  
13 May 2019

Academic qualifications
CA(SA); BCompt (Hons) 
(University of South Africa);  
On Campus Senior 
Management Programme 
(Henley Management College, 
Henley-on-Thames, UK)

Gert De Beer

Chief Business Development 
Officer

Date of birth:  
October 1964

Year of appointment: 
2016

Academic qualifications
Master’s Degree in Commerce 
(University of Pretoria); 
CA(SA); BCompt (Hons) 
(University of South Africa); 
BCompt (University of  
South Africa)

4 5 6 7 8 11 19 19

Thoba Majoka  

Acting Chief Officer: 
Advanced Manufacturing

Date of birth:  
January 1963

Year of appointment: 
1997

Appointed Acting COAM and 
Exco member  
10 September 2018

Academic qualifications
MBA (University of 
Potchefstroom); BSc 
Mechanical Engineering 
(University of Cape Town)

2 5 9 17 20 19 19 19

Michelle Jean Phillips   

Acting Chief Executive: 
Transnet Port Terminals

Date of birth:  
December 1970

Year of appointment: 
1999

Appointed Acting CE: TPT and 
Exco member  
7 August 2019

Academic qualifications
B Juris LLB (Nelson Mandela 
University); Executive 
Development Leadership 
Programme (Gordon Institute 
of Business Science); Global 
Executive Development 
Leadership Programme (Gordon 
Institute of Business Science); 
Breakthrough Programme for 
Senior Executives (IMD 
Business School)

Mike Fanucchi 

Chief Customer Officer

Date of birth:  
May 1964

Year of appointment: 
2016

Appointed Exco member  
29 January 2019

Academic qualifications
MSc Engineering (University of 
the Witwatersrand); GDE 
Engineering (University of the 
Witwatersrand); BSc 
Engineering (Mech) Industrial 
(University of the 
Witwatersrand); EDP (Gordon 
Institute of Business Science); 
Global LPG Supply 
Development (Oxford College 
of Petroleum)

4 5 9 11 13 15 19 20

Lloyd Tobias   

Acting Chief Executive: 
Transnet Freight Rail

Date of birth:  
August 1963

Year of appointment: 
2004

Appointed Acting CE: TFR and 
Exco member 18 March 2019

Academic qualifications
MBA (Wits Business School); 
BA (University of South Africa); 
Certificate in Business Project 
Management (Wits Business 
School); Breakthrough 
Programme for Senior 
Executives (Wits Business 
School); Global Executive 
Development Programme 
(Gordon Institute of Business 
Science); Change Leadership 
for Executives (INSEAD); 
Coaching to Excellence 
(University of Cape Town); 
Diploma in Education (Rand 
College of Education)

2 13 18 20 19 19 19

Sanet Vorster  

Acting Chief Human  
Resources Officer

Date of birth:  
October 1956

Year of appointment: 
2006

Appointed Acting Chief Human 
Resources Officer and Exco 
member 18 March 2019

Academic qualifications
BA (Randse Afrikaanse 
Universiteit); Organisation and 
Work Study Certificate 
(Pretoria Technikon); Global 
Executive Development 
Programme (Gordon Institute 
of Business Science) 
2 5 10 19 19 19 19 19

Sibongiseni Khathi 

Acting Chief Executive: 
Transnet Pipelines

Date of birth:  
March 1971

Year of appointment: 
2013

Appointed Acting CE: TPL and 
Exco member 3 May 2019

Academic qualifications
MBA (University of KwaZulu-
Natal); Post Graduate Diploma 
in Management (University of 
KwaZulu-Natal); BSc Chemical 
Engineering (University of 
KwaZulu-Natal); Global 
Executive Leadership 
Development Programme 
(Gordon Institute of Business 
Science)

Nozipho Mdawe 

Acting Chief Executive: 
Transnet National Ports 
Authority

Date of birth:  
January 1973

Year of appointment: 
2018

Appointed Acting CE: TNPA  
and Exco member  
18 March 2019

Academic qualifications
Diploma in Geology 
(Witwatersrand Technikon); 
Management Advanced 
Programme (Wits Business 
School); Transnet Executive 
Women Development 
Programme (Operations and 
Logistics Management) (Gordon 
Institute of Business Science); 
MBA (Gordon Institute of 
Business Science); Finance for 
Non-Financial Managers (Wits 
Business School); IRSMI 
Management Development 
Programme (University of 
France); Advanced Strategic 
Management Programme (IMD, 
Switzerland); Global Executive 
Development Programme 
(Gordon Institute of Business 
Science)

2 4 5 6 10 20

Xoliswa Buyiswa 
Mpongoshe 

Chief Corporate and 
Regulatory Officer

Date of birth:  
September 1964

Year of appointment: 
2018

Appointed CCRO  
22 October 2018

Academic qualifications
B Proc (University of the 
Western Cape); Dip Juris 
(University of the Western 
Cape); Certificate in 
Compliance Management 
(University of Cape Town)

Krishna Reddy

Chief Capital Officer

Date of birth:  
August 1971

Year of appointment: 
1992

Academic qualifications
BSc Civil Engineering 
(University of Natal); BCom 
Logistics (University of South 
Africa); Senior Management 
Certificate (University of 
Stellenbosch); Port Engineering 
and Capacity Programme 
(Antwerp, Belgium)  

2 4 9 18 20 19 19 192 5 9 17 20 19 19 19

Surname and 
initials Job title Date
Mr T Jiyane Chief Advanced 

Manufacturing Officer
Employment terminated  
7 August 2019

Ms M Mosidi Chief Information Officer Resigned 30 September 
2018

Mr N Silinga Chief Corporate and 
Regulatory Officer  
(Acting)

Fulfilled acting role until 
the appointment of CCRO 
in October 2018

Mr SI Gama Group Chief Executive Contract terminated  
28 October 2018

Ms NE Sishi Chief Human Resources 
Officer

Suspended 5 March 2019

Mr L Moodley Chief Executive: Transnet 
Pipelines

Suspended 3 May 2019

Ms S Qalinge Chief Executive: Transnet 
National Ports Authority

Suspended 8 March 2019

Mr M Buthelezi Chief Operating Officer Resigned 31 March 2019
Mr R Nair Chief Executive: Transnet 

Freight Rail
Resigned 31 March 2019

Mr TC Morwe Group Chief Executive 
(Acting)

Contract expired  
30 April 2019

Ms N Sithole Chief Executive: Transnet 
Port Terminals

Suspended 7 August 2019

Richard Vallihu 

Acting Chief Operating Officer 

Date of birth:  
June 1964

Year of appointment: 
1995

Appointed Acting COO and Exco 
member  
7 August 2019

Academic qualifications
MBA (Specialising in Technology) 
(University of Southern 
Queensland, Austria); BSc (Hons) 
(Longborough University of 
Technology, UK); Financial 
Management Certificate (Rand 
Afrikaans University); Advanced 
Management Programme 
(Harvard Business School)

1 2 3 5 12 19 19 19

2 4 5 6 12 13 17

2 4 20 12 20 19 193

2 4 205 6 16
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Our strategy

Summary of trend Opportunities

Diversification into logistics value-added services
• Provision of ‘add-on’ value-added services to complement 

core logistics products is becoming increasingly common 
among large logistics service providers.

• Such services include: customs clearing, warehousing, 
shipping, etc.

• Develop and roll out new value-added services to existing 
customer base and beyond (such as: customs clearing, 
warehousing, financing, etc.).

Industry consolidation 
• South Africa’s logistics industry is consolidating with 

larger players acquiring small/niche players.
• This is primarily due to reduced payloads, low profitability 

levels and evolving customer preferences.

• Reduced number of small/niche players in South Africa’s 
logistics sector.

• Possibilities for Transnet to acquire or partner with  
small/niche players.

Energy diversification 
• Declining use of fossil fuels, particularly coal, and increased 

use of gas and renewables.
• New long-term mega investments in coal infrastructure are 

at risk

• Develop infrastructure for uptake in gas and electricity 
generation, industry and transport.

• Expedite wayside battery storage for electric locomotive 
efficiencies.

Digitisation of operations 
• Digitisation of operations via sensors, augmented reality, 

drones and robots, autonomous vehicles.
• Leveraging big data and analytics to improve operational 

efficiencies and processes.

• Exploitation of digital capabilities to offer value-added 
services to Transnet’s existing customer base and to lower 
operating costs.

The ‘uberisation’ of freight 
• Advances in ‘uberising’ the trucking industry are currently 

underway – this will result in lower operating costs for 
trucking companies.

• Implementation of a new business built on offering 
‘asset-light’ products and services (such as volume 
aggregators using third-party assets for shipments).

Our strategic context
Transnet’s national 
mandate
The NDP vision for 2030 aspires 
towards a SOC landscape in which 
efficient, financially sound and well-
governed state-owned companies 
address the country’s developmental 
objectives in areas where neither the 
executive arms of Government nor 
private enterprises can do so 
effectively. These enterprises must 
deliver a quality and reliable service at a 
cost that enables South Africa to be 
globally competitive. 

As a SOC, Transnet’s core mandate is to 
assist in lowering the cost of doing 
business in South Africa, enabling 
economic growth and ensuring security 
of supply through the provision of 

appropriate ports, rail and pipeline 
infrastructure, as well as providing 
operations in a cost-effective and 
efficient manner, within acceptable 
benchmark standards.  

To fulfil this mandate, Transnet needs to 
grow beyond its current core. Freight 
forecasts indicate a doubling of freight 
demand in 20 years and an increasingly 
important role for ports, rail and 
pipelines in the national freight system. 
Organic growth of the current business 
will not yield the required funds to meet 
future investment needs.  ‘Transnet of 
the future’ needs to participate at 
various levels of the freight system, 
even though it will not itself directly 
provide each step in the value chain. 
Accordingly, it needs to nurture its core 
technical competencies and promote 
competition to benefit the development 
of the national freight system, while 
encouraging pivotal strategic 

partnerships to augment and deliver its 
total value chain vision.

Market trends influencing 
strategy
Internationally, several trends define the 
key priorities and challenges for 
logistics providers. Larger players are 
increasing the range of services offered, 
often developing deep specialisation in a 
limited number of industry sectors and 
focusing on international end-to-end 
logistics networks and service provision. 
The orientation is to move away from 
transport modes in favour of servicing 
industry segments. Transnet is 
positioning itself to take advantage of 
these trends and the trends and 
opportunities observed in the domestic 
transport and logistics sector which are 
summarised below.

Table 4: Trends in the domestic transport and logistics sector

Material matters impacting our strategy
Changes in reporting on material aspects
The Company is transitioning towards a less capital-intensive approach, focused on fixing, optimising and growing the core business 
while exploring growth adjacent to the core, using existing capabilities and assets as part of a revenue diversification thrust. At the 
same time, the transport and logistics industry, like others, is undergoing rapid changes driven by new technologies and business 
models and ever-increasing customer requirements.
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Transnet Sustainability
Department

Group Finance

• Frequency of aspect being raised
• Relevance of topics to multiple  stakeholders
• Applicability to Transnet’s mandate,  strategy and SDOs
• Efficacy of the Transnet control environment in mitigating associated risks
• Emerging risks

* Quantitatively measured in potential ZAR impact and qualitatively measured in terms of value impacted (e.g. impact on reputation, 
natural capital, relationship capital and strategy).

Identification criteria

• Actual incidents arising during the year
• Continuing applicability from the prior year
• Stakeholder inclusivity
• Management assessment, discussion and approval
• Appropriateness of the range of aspects to be covered in Transnet’s 
 integrated reporting process
• Severity of impact on the business*
• How and where material issues occur and impact in terms of Transnet’s
   reporting boundary
• Relevance within the 2019 reporting period

Validation criteria

• Align ‘relevance’ of material aspects with ‘boundary context’
• Management perspective on impact and likelihood on Transnet’s business
   context and strategy
• Alignment with top 10 risks
• Consideration of ‘relevance’ both in terms of challenges and opportunities
   (i.e. overall impact on the Company’s ability to create sustainable value)

Prioritisation criteria

Transnet Sustainability  
Department
Group Finance
Group Corporate  
Governance 
and  Regulatory
Transnet Operating  
Divisions

Transnet Sustainability  
Department
Group Finance
Group Corporate
Governance 
and  Regulatory

Remuneration, Social and Ethics Committee (sustainability aspects)
Risk Committee (all material aspects)
Audit Committee (all material aspects)
Corporate Governance and Nominations Committee (all material aspects)

Transnet Board of Directors (all material aspects)

Figure 3: The levels of accountability for identifying, validating and approving Transnet’s material issues

Figure 4: The scope and boundary of our materiality determination process is shown below.

Statement of Strategic Intent

Issues arising from Transnet’s business context and operating environment

Transnet’s top 10 risks 

Issues arising from stakeholder concerns

Key issues arising from the external environment

Issues arising from the Board and Board committee meetings during the year 

Material issues relating to SDOs

T RANSNE T ’S 
MOST  
MAT E RIAL 
ASP E CT S

New strategy and 
supporting operating 
model
At the time of publishing this report, the 
organisation is principally concerned with 
preserving, repairing and strengthening its 
operational core, by optimising and 
restoring its essential and vital 
operational capability. 
Accordingly, the Board has determined 
that Transnet requires both a new strategy 
and supporting operating model to 
reposition the Company as the integral 
national asset that it ought to be. The 
following strategic objectives are at the 
core of the Board’s decision:
• Align the Transnet strategy and 

operations to harness opportunities 
presented by global market trends.

• Ensure Transnet readies itself to 
survive and ultimately to thrive in the 
data driven 4th Industrial Revolution.

• Remove the historical landscape of 
bureaucracy, which perpetuated high 
costs and slow and inefficient 
administration.

• Re-emphasise the Company’s 
developmental obligations.

• Improve visibility in all areas of the 
business to empower management to 
accurately diagnose operational 
challenges. 

• Redefine lines of accountability and 
enforce consequence management to 
drive a culture of governance and 
performance excellence. 

• Cultivate a workplace of safety, pride 
and ethics, where each employee can 
appreciate their role in the greater 
aspirations of the Company and feel 

empowered to contribute to the 
collective vision.

As this process of optimisation and 
restoration gains momentum, the 
Company intends to build on its gains by 
growing the core beyond its current 
incarnation, investing in new growth 
areas adjacent to our core operations 
and exploring innovative opportunities 
across the logistics value chain. This will 
be achieved while increasing the scope of 
Transnet’s participation in the overall 
logistics value chain as it capitalises on 
the trends of industry convergence and 
evolving integrated and potentially 
‘disruptive’ business models. 
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Material matters, opportunities and risks
Opportunities arising from material matters
Our material topics relate directly to issues that impact the performance of the core business, our strategic growth objectives and the 
Company’s standing as a responsible corporate citizen. 

Table 5: Opportunities arising from material matters

Material cluster:  
Ensure financial stability and sustainability in a tough economy    

Material matters impacting 
on strategy Opportunities

• Improve financial 
performance

• Drive cost efficiency across 
all spheres of the business 
(cost optimisation)

• Exploring private sector partnership (PSP) opportunities to reduce funding and operational 
requirements and leverage the capabilities of partners for mutual benefit.

• Leveraging real estate, telecommunications and other diversified revenue streams in 
partnership with the private sector.

• Diversifying the property portfolio to maximise returns.
• Monetising the spare capacity on Transnet’s optic fibre network with potential to extend  

the wireless network services.
• Enabling service scalability and leveraging an operating expenditure-based consumption 

model.
• Achieving cost efficiency through economies of scale and allowing Operating Divisions to 

focus on core business, continuous improvement and compliance through centralisation 
through Project Sisonke.

Material cluster:  
Create and maintain capacity to support growing demand for transport infrastructure   

Material matters impacting 
on strategy Opportunities

• Less capital-intensive 
approach to capital 
investment in favour of 
sustaining infrastructure

• Increasing the Tarlton fuel storage and handling depot throughput to operate at maximum 
capacity through multimodal intakes and deliveries.

• Exploiting connectivity and computing power to enable real-time asset monitoring across all 
capital programmes.

• Developing capacity through new growth initiatives (e.g. Tambo Springs Intermodal Gateway; 
Ngqura Waste Treatment Facility for liquid waste from vessels; Natural Gas Networks of 
integrated port and pipeline infrastructure; and liquid fuels storage and pipelines to 
maximise the use of Transnet’s liquid fuels infrastructure).

• Unlocking Section 56 concession opportunities with private sector to leverage investment in 
the port system (e.g. offshore supply base and LPG terminal in Saldanha; liquid bulk facilities 
and green ship recycling in Cape Town and Port Elizabeth Waterfront project).

• Bolstering skills in gas operations to build capacity and experience for future gas terminals.
• Creating an oil and gas hub as well as rig repair facilities.
• Providing ‘ship-to-ship’ operations outside ports.
• Exploring opportunities for ‘back-of-port’ services to offer warehousing and value-add 

services in the container, mineral bulk and automotive segments.
• Offering tailor-made solutions to original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) in the 

automotive industry.

Material cluster: 
Improve operational performance in the core business   

Material matters impacting 
on strategy Opportunities

• Greater customer centricity 
• Improve operational efficiency 

and effectiveness
• Focus on fixing, optimising and 

growing the core business
• Grow volumes
• Build market competitiveness 

for the Company and the 
country in regional and global 
markets

• Offering integrated customer end-to-end value propositions.
• Implementing new locomotive operational readiness plans – Krugersdorp, Springs, 

Polokwane, Phalaborwa and Empangeni – to retire older locomotives and cascading plans to 
other areas to harness new market opportunities (43D class locomotives to be cascaded to 
the ore line).

• Optimising key operational processes using digital technology to create real-time visibility 
for customers – with a ‘one Transnet view’ aggregated for the customer – enabling customers 
to track and trace commodities across the Transnet value chain (i.e. determining whether 
assets are in transit or in storage).

• Creating an e-commerce customer platform for easy on-boarding and transacting. This 
platform could offer a service catalogue, spot quoting, service level agreements, contracting 
options and other value-added services such as crypto currency options.

• Improving port efficiencies by enforcing global-standard performance terminal oversight.
• Positioning Pipelines as an international best-in-class pipeline operator and offering ‘subject 

matter’ expertise in the pipeline arena.
• Improving the utilisation of less-utilised assets – key corridors/certain wagon types for 

market growth.

Material cluster:  
Ensure our activities result in sound socio-economic developmental outcomes (SDOs)   

Material matters impacting 
on strategy Opportunities

• Develop skills
• Restore stakeholder confidence 

and trust in the Company
• Create shared value through 

Transnet’s CSI initiatives
• Improve safety and 

environmental compliance
• Promote sound environmental 

stewardship (water, energy 
security, land usage and carbon 
mitigation) 

• Promote transformation through 
localisation of supply

• Create shared economic value 
through private sector 
partnerships

• Contribute towards regional 
integration of the freight system

• Leveraging environmental friendliness of rail.
• Improving safety in operations through Transnet’s Road Map to Safety Programme, which 

aims to embed best practice safety standards.
• Leveraging our procurement spend to engage in specific supplier development initiatives, as 

well as generating economic value by optimising our sourcing strategies.
• Reducing cost, risk and inefficiencies while improving audit trails and compliance of 

environmental policies.
• Partnering with Government departments (e.g. Department of Trade and Industry) to attract 

new OEMs.
• Exploiting regional integration opportunities – dredging and marine training (Maritime 

School of Excellence) in Africa SADC.
• Promoting the port of Ngqura as a transshipment hub for sub-Saharan Africa.
• Aggregating relevant transportation and logistics data from multiple sources in a connected 

transport ecosystem through the African Connected Transport Ecosystem.

Material cluster: 
Promote industrial development in the Developmental State   

Material matters impacting 
on strategy Opportunities

• Invest in research and 
development and explore 
global-standard technological 
innovations

• Build a representative 
workforce based on equity 
and fairness 

• Contribute to the 
transformation and growth of 
the South African economy

• Creating an e-commerce customer platform for easy on-boarding and transacting. This 
platform could offer a service catalogue, spot quoting, service level agreements, contracting 
options and other value-added services such as crypto currency options.

• Harnessing the value of the Black Industrialist Programme to accelerate ESD efforts and 
accelerate the sourcing and development of black industrialists.

• Influencing industrialisation, beneficiation and development planning of Special Economic 
Zones to develop capacity for rail volume growth.

• Investing in bimodal technologies and logistics real estate to contribute to intermodal 
capability corridor densification.

• Supporting mining companies that select to purchase their own rolling stock rather than 
relying on traditional railway operators.

• Exploring alternative uses for the Durban–Johannesburg Pipeline (DJP) (i.e. fibre and gas).
• Leveraging Transnet’s position as the holder of a large property portfolio to positively 

influence the property industry.
• Leveraging blockchain technology for transport and logistics disruptive innovation.

Material cluster:  
Build a resilient business   

Material matters impacting 
on strategy Opportunities

• Strengthen governance, 
compliance and risk 
management 

• Enable access to network 
infrastructure

• Prepare the organisation  
and its employees for the  
4th Industrial Revolution

• Improve business continuity 
following business disruption

• Build a high-performance and 
desirable organisational 
culture

• Utilising data analytics and intelligence to optimise resource planning and predictive 
maintenance.

• Taking advantage of digital-physical transformation to improve manufacturing 
productivity and inventory management (augmented reality).

• Leveraging virtual/augmented reality for operations innovation.
• Enabling predictive analysis through artificial intelligence for near to real-time  

decision-making.
• Extending line of business services to mobile endpoint devices for continuous and 

increased productivity.
• Extracting data from strategic operational assets using IoT sensors to connect, collect, 

transmit and analyse key operational performance indicators.
• Integrating next-generation applications and analytics characterised by faster parallel 

processing, simplification and improved efficiencies.
• Automating seamless, efficient and effective processes to provide more strategic, 

transparent and value-added procurement services across Transnet.

King IV.  P11 & 12
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Transnet’s risk 
management process

King IV.  P11 & 12

Transnet has used a single risk 
framework to manage all business risks 
since 2007.  While this framework is now 
established, we continue to promote a 
risk management culture across the 
organisation. However, the introduction 
of the Integrated Risk Management 
Policy in November 2017 paved the way 
for a more cohesive approach to risk 
management in the organisation. 

The policy introduced risk management 
at three levels: strategic, tactical and 
operational. While the strategic and 
tactical risk management processes and 
methodologies are identical, the 
operational risk management process 
and methodology are somewhat 
different and tailored for the specific 
needs of risk assessments at the 
operations level. The Transnet Integrated 
Management System (TIMS) 
incorporates the operational risk 
management methodology into one of 
its core procedures. 

The emergence of generally accepted 
corporate governance principles has 
seen risk management focus 
increasingly on Transnet’s strategic 
objectives. Rather than merely striving 
for inherent efficiencies and operational 
performance, enterprise risk 
management (ERM) has now emerged as 
a function that can shape the strategic 
direction of the organisation. The risk 
management approach is evolving from a 
process and compliance focus to one of 
data centricity.

Transnet’s risk management architecture 
is based on the ISO 31000:2018 
standard for the ERM process. There are 
two distinct but integrated cycles. The 
innermost cycle contains the approach 
that is core to the risk management 
process and provides the framework for 
managing risk on a day-to-day basis. 
Surrounding the tactical process is the 
strategic envelope which drives risk 
management according to business and 
strategic objectives; stakeholders’ 
needs; our desired risk culture; 
appropriate organisational structure; 
plans for advancing risk management; 
integrated control assurance 
aspirations; and the requirements of 
governance instruments and legislation.

Achieving best practice 
levels

King IV.  P11

To achieve best practice levels, the 
requirements of the guidelines of the 
King Report on Corporate Governance 
for South Africa, 2017 (King IV) and  
ISO 31000:2018 risk management 
standard are considered in Transnet’s 
ERM approach. The strategic risk profile 
is based on Transnet’s eight strategic 
focus areas, as expressed through the 
Shareholder’s Statement of  
Strategic Intent.  

During the 2018/19 financial year, we 
performed a formal review of the ERM 
framework and standards to address key 
improvements; assess alignment with 
COSO, ISO and King IV requirements; 
and to determine any emerging 
challenges facing the Transnet risk 
management function. An ERM audit was 
undertaken by Transnet Internal Audit 
(TIA) and a subsequent remedial action 
plan was developed to improve ERM 
within Transnet.

Figure 5: Risk management process and architecture
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Figure 6: Transnet’s top 10 material risks for 2019 and the year-on-year movement of the top 10 risks 
from the prior year

       Residual risk profile 
2018
1. Pricing risk 
2.   Operational efficiency 

and productivity risk 
3.  Macroeconomic risk 
4.  Regulatory risk 
5.  Market growth risk * 
6.  Capital programme risk #
7.   Operational  

readiness risk
8.  People management risk 
9.  Sustainability risk
10.  ICT risk 
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        Residual risk profile
 2019
1.  Pricing risk 
2.   Sustainability risk
3.   Operational  

readiness risk 
4.  Market growth risk
5.  People management risk
6.  Capital programme risk
7.  Macroeconomic risk 
8.    Operational efficiency  

and productivity risk 
9.  ICT risk
10.  Regulatory risk 

Priority I risk Transnet GCE and Board level
Priority II risk Operating Divisions’ CEO level
Priority III risk General Managers’ level
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*  Previously ‘Volume growth risk’
#  Previously ‘Capital execution risk’

Adding value through 
ERM

King IV.  P4 & 11

The business development/accelerated 
investment model was developed with 
the Business Development team to filter 
new business opportunities using a risk 
and compliance lens. This model is being 
used at the Growth Investment 
Committee (GIC).

The risk and compliance function 
participates in the Remedial Plan 
relating to reported PFMA non-
compliance: Lean 6 Sigma study (the 
non-compliance Root Cause Analysis) to 
facilitate improvements in Transnet’s 
procurement process, and to integrate 
and map current assurance activities and 
lines of assurance against each step in 
the procurement processes. 

The project risk and opportunity 
management methodology assists in 
providing contingency reserves for 
programme and project risks. The 
opportunities identified in projects 
serve as a basis for value engineering 
within projects.

Transnet key strategic 
risks movements
The 2019 review of Transnet’s top  
10 risks was premised on the previously 
identified strategic risks of the prior 

year, with none of those risks being 
retired. The top 10 risks have remained 
relatively unchanged over the last five 
financial years, with the risks for 2019 
financial year remaining the same as 
that of the prior year. However, the risk 
rankings have changed somewhat.  
Negative movements in rankings 
(Consequence Ratings) can be seen in 
respect of Pricing Risk, Sustainability 
Risk, People Management Risk and 
Macroeconomic Risk.

Transnet’s Pricing Risk is attributed to 
the high cost of providing freight 
services, rendering pricing 
uncompetitive in certain commodities. 
This risk is driven by the nature of the 
fee structure that is not regulated within 
the rail and port operations, while the 
regulated pricing guidelines in the port 
and pipeline environments are not 
supportive of the volume growth. 

Transnet ‘s Sustainability Risk is 
described in the context of inadequate 
energy supply, water shortage and the 
impact of adverse weather patterns on 
the operations of the business. To this 
effect, Transnet has already experienced 
two severe flood events in two 
consecutive years, the insurance claims 
of which amounted to R443 million.  
The uncertainty in the supply of energy 
by Eskom, the continued use of 
carbon-intensive energy sources, 
extreme droughts, and flood conditions 
are the drivers to this risk. 

The People Management Risk denotes 
the inadequate capacity and 
misalignment of skills to address current 
and future business demand. Despite 
present mitigating controls, a lack of 
workforce planning has resulted in 
continued exposure to inadequate 
capacity planning and misalignment of 
skills. In the context of the 4th Industrial 
Revolution, Transnet needs to reskill the 
labour force to be responsive, against a 
backdrop of increasing labour activism.

The Macroeconomic Risk is attributed to 
the deterioration in the macroeconomic 
environment due to global economic 
slowdown, concentration risk and 
dependency on five key commodities, i.e. 
coal, iron ore, fuel, containers and 
manganese. Risk drivers include 
Transnet’s high dependency on the 
mining sector and the fact that previous 
investments were informed by these key 
commodities. 

While the ranking for the Operational 
Efficiency Risk remained the same, 
there is still a risk exposure that 
inefficiencies and high costs in the value 
chain can lead to lower volumes and 
financial instability. Risk drivers include 
non-availability of operating assets, 
ineffective rail and port planning as well 
as ineffective value chain coordination 
amongst other exposures.  
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Risk description In
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Root causes of risks Value impacted Activities to manage risk

6.  Capital programme risk 

Not realising the benefits 
from the capital investments

     

• Expected market 
demand not validated 
sufficiently 

• Lower economic 
activity both locally 
and internationally 
leading to a lack of 
market demand

• Delays in the execution 
of capital projects

• Not generating 
adequate cash flows to 
contribute to future 
capital expenditure

• Stranding and 
underutilisation of 
newly acquired assets

• Validate business cases prior to investment decisions
• Update and monitor the portfolio on a quarterly basis and 

rebalance if required
• Exhaust operational efficiency improvements prior to 

capital investment decisions
• Consider full asset lifecycles during strategic fleet planning
• Develop clear principles and guidelines around replace/

repair/refurbish decisions
• Apply ‘design to cost’ principles throughout the lifecycle of 

programmes/projects
• Design and develop assets with flexible and scalable 

solutions
• Structure the Capital Investment team to provide 

integrated portfolio views of capital investments and 
execution

• Align delegation of authority, role profiles and programme 
and project governance structures to ensure effective 
implementation of the new Capital Operating Model

• Establish and resource Centres of Excellence to support 
the Capital Operating Model

7.  Macroeconomic risk

Deterioration in  
macroeconomic environment 
due to global economic 
slowdown and slow recovery 
leading to capital projects 
becoming economically 
non-viable

      

• Global economic 
slowdown and 
concomittant slow 
recovery

• Local economic policy 
uncertainty 

• Weakening of local 
currency

• Capital projects 
becoming non-viable

• Increased cost for the 
replacement of current 
assets and acquisition 
of spares

• Possible Sovereign 
credit rating 
downgrades

• Comply with the Treasury Financial Risk Management 
Framework

• Adopt the Long-term Planning Framework
• Develop and maintain strategic customer engagement plans
• Consider international demand for raw materials through 

the annual Corporate Plan and budgeting process
• Implement more robust corporate planning and budget 

processes

8.  Operational efficiency and 
productivity risk

Inefficiencies in the value 
chain leading to lower volumes 
and financial instability 

              

• Ineffective value chain 
coordination

• Ineffective rail and 
port planning

• Asset availability and 
reliability concerns

• Lower volumes
• Financial instability
• Reduced asset 

performance
• Adversely affecting 

service delivery levels

• Fully implement and utilise operational and improvement 
systems in Operating Divisions

• Develop a capacity versus demand model for ports that 
addresses holistic operations of ports and review all port 
development framework plans

• Implement a regional economic integration programme and 
memorandums of understanding to coordinate regional 
cargo flows through South African ports

• Embed a culture of risk management in the decision-making 
process

• Ensure integrated planning between the Operating 
Divisions and industry to create contingent capacity in the 
event of capacity outages

9.  ICT risk

Inadequate information and 
communication infrastructure 
and technology to enable 
business and to deal with 
disruptive innovation

    

• Organisation not ready 
to embrace disruptive 
technologies

• Current ICT solutions 
not integrated

• Funding constraints

• Business is not enabled 
to deal with disruptive 
innovation

• Delayed 
implementation of  
new technologies

• Reskilling of human 
resources required

• Delayed 
commercialisation of 
digital solutions

• Effective implementation plans (people, systems and 
processes) for the IT strategy

• Ensure the convergence of IT systems to improve visibility 
of information between Operating Divisions

• Implement two-way ICT disaster recovery plan
• Continue with the legacy (systems) renewal process to 

phase out outdated systems and technologies
• Implement systems automation strategies to streamline 

processes

10.  Regulatory risk

Changes in the regulatory 
environment (i.e. economic, 
technical and compliance): 
spending on capital  
investment based on  
assumptions that may be 
negatively impacted by  
subsequent changes in 
regulation

         

• National policy 
changes anticipated in 
terms of economic 
regulation

• National Treasury 
increasing 
procurement controls 
to contain 
uneconomical spend 
and opportunities for 
fraud

• Spending on capital 
expenditure based on 
assumptions may be 
negatively impacted by 
subsequent changes in 
regulation

• Compliance 
requirements 
becoming more 
onerous

• Local policy 
uncertainty

• Initiate regular engagement with relevant Government 
department/regulators to ensure alignment between 
strategies

• Regularly analyse and monitor the regulatory landscape
• Develop and maintain minimum control frameworks in 

response to procurement legislation

Risk description In
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Root causes of risks Value impacted Activities to manage risk

1.  Pricing risk

High cost of rendering freight 
services is rendering prices 
uncompetitive in certain  
commodities (commercial 
pricing risk (Competition Act, 
No 89 of 1998))

         

• Non-regulated pricing 
models and methods 
not flexible enough to 
be competitive

• Regulated pricing – 
tariff guidelines not 
supportive of volume 
growth

• Not meeting planned 
volume growth

• Impacting adversely on 
financial results

• Slowing down the 
road-to-rail strategy

Regulated pricing controls:
• Build relationships with regulators and Government 

departments
• Conclude multi-year tariff agreements with the National 

Energy Regulator of South Africa and the Ports Regulator 
of South Africa

Non-regulated pricing controls:
• Conclude take-or-pay contracts (certainty around price per 

volume for major customers, including iron ore, manganese 
and coal segments)

• Introduce pricing predictive models that consider cost 
recovery and adequate returns to determine pricing

• Integrated pricing methodologies to be applied across 
Operating Division

2.  Sustainability risk

Energy supply, water shortage 
and adverse weather patterns

     

• Absence of sufficient 
sub-stations along the 
network

• Water shortage in 
certain geographical 
areas

• Adverse weather 
patterns resulting in 
strong winds and 
torrential rain

• Operational 
disruptions 

• Handling of certain 
commodities adversely 
affected (i.e. saw dust 
at Port of Richards 
Bay)

• Safety incidents: loss 
of life and damage to 
equipment

• Execute the Port Climate Response Strategy that focuses 
on adopting a holistic cross-sector approach in building 
resilience

• Continuously identify opportunities for the introduction of 
renewable energy sources, e.g. rooftop solar photovoltaic 
and wayside energy storage system for traction

• Ensure compliance with energy-efficiency targets, 
energy-saving initiatives and consumption reporting across 
the Company

• Improve the understanding of water challenges and 
contribute to the development of effective response 
strategies through participating in Carbon Disclosure 
Projects (CDPs) worldwide water initiatives

• Implement integrated business continuity plans across the 
value chain

3.  Operational readiness risk

Misalignment between  
operational readiness and  
new assets

             

  • Operations not ready 
to operate the newly 
acquired assets i.t.o. 
training drivers and 
maintenance staff, 
upfront spares, tools 
and facilities

• Alignment across the 
value chain between 
Operating Divisions 
and Specialist Units

• Delays in the 
deployment of newly 
acquired rolling stock

• Reduced availability of 
rolling stock

• Lower productivity

• Execute the locomotive execution strategy – four-tier 
governance structure (Executive Sponsor, Steering 
Committee, Locomotive Owners Team, Programme 
Director) 

• Integrate capital project planning to ensure alignment 
across the value chain

• Perform operational readiness plans in preparation for 
locomotive deployment (e.g. training train drivers and 
maintenance staff, acquisition of upfront spares, tools and 
facilities)

• Implement the locomotive deployment plan

4.  Market growth risk

Inability to attract and 
sustain additional volumes as 
new capacity is created and 
protecting current volumes 
against new entrants and 
customer activism 

         

• High reserve stock 
levels of some 
commodities 

• Current customers in 
financial distress 

• Pricing not integrated 
across the organisation

• Inflexible pricing 
strategies don’t 
compete with rivals in 
new markets

• Not meeting planned 
revenue diversification 
opportunities 

• Stranding and 
underutilisation of 
newly acquired assets 

• Reduced volumes from 
current customers

• Refocus the Company on diversification initiatives
• Explore alternative income streams as part of Transnet’s 

‘Leadership Reshape’
• Develop and maintain strategic customer engagement 

plans, including on-boarding of new customers with  
greater speed

• Enhance key account management to ensure service 
consistency and proactive customer communication

5.  People management risk

Inadequately skilled staff 
in operations not skilled for 
future operations

               

• Operational staff not 
skilled for future 
operations

• Lack of scares skills in 
the job market

• Not actively managing 
skills development

• Delayed benefits 
realisation of new 
technologies

• Retraining of current 
employees

• Reliance on external 
skills

• Implement a compelling employer brand proposition
• Compile the strategic workforce plan to determine 

long-term and temporary skills requirements 
(differentiate scarce skills)

• Develop short-, medium- and long-term skills development 
strategies, i.e. create partnerships with educational 
institutions or programmes to improve the supply of 
scarce skills

• Initiate differentiated recruitment, talent and 
compensation strategies to attract and retain scarce skills

Table 6: Root causes of risks and value impacted
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Priority I risk Transnet GCE and Board level
Priority II risk Operating Divisions’ CEO level
Priority III risk General Managers’ level
Priority IV risk Managers’ level
Priority V risk Employees’ level
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Risks taken outside of 
tolerance levels

King IV.  P11

The desired control effectiveness is 
decided by risk sponsors/owners, 
assuming that all additional mitigation 
has become effective at some planned 
future date. The level of desired control 
effectiveness is based on considerations 
such as the extent to which the root 
causes, consequences or likelihood of the 
risk materialising can be controlled. 

Due consideration is also given to the 
cost benefit analysis when deciding  
on the scope for further control and  
risk treatment. 

The risk sponsors/owners consider 
closing the gap (if any) between the 
actual control effectiveness and the 
desired control effectiveness when 
deciding on risk response strategies.  
The top five residual risks are therefore 
tolerated for being outside the generic 
tolerance levels. This is largely due to  
the influence of external factors on  
these risks.

Transnet’s risk control 
and assurance 
environment

King IV.  P2, P11, P13 & 15

Integrated Assurance 
Model for capital projects 
and programmes
Management is in the process of 
reviewing and embedding an integrated 
control assurance process that provides 
a clearly defined, documented approach 
for integrating and aligning Transnet’s 
assurance processes and control 
systems thereby enabling appropriate 
risk and governance oversight.

FIRST LINE OF DEFENCE – assurance 
comes directly from those responsible for 
delivering specific objectives or processes 
on a day-to-day operational basis

1

SECOND LINE OF DEFENCE – relates 
to functions such as Compliance and Risk, 
through which the Company oversees the 
control framework to ensure effective 
operations

2
THIRD LINE OF DEFENCE – provides objective and 
independent assurance on the overall effectiveness of 
governance, risk management and internal controls. Transnet’s 
Internal Audit function provides reasonable assurance

3

FOURTH LINE OF DEFENCE – this independent line  
of defence is provided by the Auditor General and external 
auditors. The Auditor General and external auditors provide  
an important external perspective regarding governance, risk 
management and the internal control environment within the 
Company. Their ‘outsider’ status strengthens confidence in  
the objectivity and independence of their assurance

4

Figure 7: Integrated Capital Projects/Programme Assurance Framework (ICPAF)

Key focus areas for 2020
The key thrust of the risk management 
plan is to inculcate a vigilant risk culture 
within the organisation as per the risk 
management plan in the Corporate Plan. 
This plan articulates the key objectives 
for 2020 as follows:

• To fully integrate risk management 
considerations into strategic and 
tactical management and provide risk 
intelligence that drives continuous 
improvement of the control 
environment.

• To ensure a consistent approach to 
project risk and opportunity 

management across all capital 
projects and the standardisation of 
models used for assessing project risk 
and opportunities.

• To assist the Board, governance 
structures and management to 
understand whether:
– Business has been conducted in 

compliance with applicable 
regulatory requirements; 

– Compliance risks have been 
adequately and effectively 
managed; and

–  Organisational structures have 
effectively and consistently 
implemented and applied the 

compliance policy, framework 
methodology and processes.

• To eliminate duplication in assurance 
coverage and improve risk governance.

• To increase awareness of insurance 
cover through increasing 
accountability on incidents that give 
rise to increased claims that affect the 
premium.

• To increase awareness, ensuring 
overall visibility, accountability and 
compliance with PFMA requirements 
and provide systems and processes to 
enable effective, efficient and timely 
reporting.

Emerging risk Key root causes Mitigating controls Anticipated outcomes

Damage to 
infrastructure and 
safety of employees 
due to extreme 
weather events 

• Climate change 
adaptation: Extreme 
weather events and 
weather volatility

• Develop and implement a climate change 
adaptation strategy

• Quantify revenue at risk
• Develop and implement resilience 

projects
• Hazard management through business 

continuity

• Decrease damage to 
infrastructure through 
adaptive planning

• Increase safety of 
employees

Global decrease in 
thermal coal, iron ore 
and petroleum 
demand due to 
international 
agreements to reduce 
carbon emissions 
thereby impacting on 
revenue

• Climate change 
mitigation: Structural 
changes in commodity 
demand 

• Long-term take-or-pay contracts are in 
place for the export iron ore and coal 
flows

• A planned transition to mitigate 
stranded rail and pipeline capacity by 
diversifying future revenue streams

• Long-term business 
sustainability

Negative impact on 
road-to-rail modal 
shift

• Autonomous road freight 
systems

• Research and development into possible 
technology solutions to mitigate risk of 
autonomous trucks displacing rail

• Maintain market 
competitiveness

Risk of inadequate 
skills and 
competencies to fully 
respond to 4th 
Industrial Revolution 
business models

• New competencies 
required to navigate 4th 
Industrial Revolution

• Centres of Excellence being established 
to respond to 4th Industrial Revolution 
prerequisites

• Long-term business 
sustainability

Water shortage 
impacting on:
–  Operations
–  Employees
–   Health and hygiene
–   Customers and 

supply chain

• Drought and water 
restrictions increasing in 
frequency

• Ports of Saldanha, Port 
Elizabeth and Richards 
Bay also at risk

• Development and implementation of 
the water strategy to address the 
following:
°  Alternative water sources
° Water conservation
°  Communication and awareness 

campaigns

• Uninterrupted water 
supply

• Healthy and hygienic work 
environment

• Establish security of 
supply for Transnet

Amplifying 
community discontent 
due to Transnet not 
meeting community 
demands in respect of 
job and business 
opportunities, 
thereby resulting in 
operational 
disruptions

• Social activism • Implementation of the Community 
Investment Plan to respond to 
community grievances

• Appointment of community liaison 
officers and regional coordinators

• Establishment of community 
engagement structures at district 
municipality level

• Implementation of the community 
grievance mechanism through a toll-free 
hotline

• Social licence to operate
• Minimal disruptions to 

operations 
• Upliftment of communities 

in close proximity to our 
operations

Loss of trust in the 
integrity of Transnet 
governance processes 
resulting in 
reputational damage

• Increasing expectation 
from stakeholders for 
transparent decision- 
making and accountability

• Visible and measurable enhancement of 
internal governance and control 
environment

• Implementation of the Stakeholder 
Engagement and Management Procedure 
and the Transnet Stakeholder 
Improvement Plan 

• Appointment, training and capacitation  
of stakeholder relationship owners who 
manage and build relationships with 
stakeholders and understand 
stakeholder needs and expectations

• Improved reputation for 
Transnet

The infographic that follows, titled ‘Emerging sustainability risks and opportunities’, provides a 30-year perspective of Transnet’s 
changing operating environment, in which the business adapts to changing social and environmental conditions, new technologies to 
mitigate perceived risks in the natural environment and to bring new and often ‘disruptive’ solutions to operational challenges across 
the freight and logistics landscape.

Emerging sustainability risks

King IV.  P11 & 12

Transnet faces various strategic, operational and sustainability related emerging sustainability risks which are likely to impact the 
organisation going forward. These risks relate in part to environmental and market factors that fall outside of Transnet’s locum of 
control, such as climate change events, community unrest and unforeseen disruptive technological developments in the freight and 
logistics sector. However, we have also observed emerging risks in our operational environment that require greater attention in the 
short to medium term, as detailed in the table below: 

Table 7: Emerging sustainability risks for 2019
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Risks

Red 
flags

Other 
risks

[Scan to access Sustainable 
Development Goals website]

Scale-up 
rooftop 
solar PV

Coastal 
wind energy 

supports 
‘Green Port’

LNG 
import 

terminals

Waste 2 
Energy

Gas 
bunkering

Catalyse 
biofuels 
industry

Waste stream 
optimisation and 

upcycling

Waste trading 
digital 

platform

Meteorological 
big data 

analytics

Gas pipelines Electric vehicle 
recharge 

infrastructure

Acceleration of a 
circular economy 
means less energy 
requirements for the 
same amount of output Renewable energy 

at price parity with 
fossil fuel options

Fuel switching 
behaviour 
observed across 
value chains, 
especially for 
primary energy 
usage and 
energy-intensive 
industries

Global emissions reduction 
agreements lead to global carbon 
price and subsequently reduce 
demand for fossil fuel-based energy

Cap placed on carbon emissions 
drives disinvestment in fossil fuels 
and thus more focus on renewables

Increased confidence in electric 
vehicle drives renewable energy 
and smart grid technology, 
displacing petroleum as dominant 
energy source for mobility system

Petroleum demand 
decreases as electric 
vehicles dominate 
mobility energy mix

Biodiversity

Energy 
transformation

Circular 
economy

Climate 
change

Water 
scarcity

Disruptive 
technology

Energy system 
transformation Decline in 

petroleum demand

Limited progress on 
global consensus to 
implement measures to 
mitigate climate change

Increasing likelihood of large-scale weather 
events shifting global action towards strong 
mitigation and adaptation measures

Extreme weather events directly 
impact South African economy

Increased efficiency 
in upstream and 
downstream markets 
creating risks and 
displacing traditional 
jobs

Convergence of AI-driven 
technology platforms 
disrupting existing 
logistics business models, 
displacing existing jobs

Disruptive technology in the 
mobility system impacts 
road-to-rail market share

Predictive analytics provide new avenues 
of revenue generation and adaptive 

capacity increasing business resilience

Advancements in 
electric vehicle 
technology begin to 
reduce demand for 
petroleum products

Broad AI begins disrupting business 
models and reducing embedded waste 
(time and resources) in the economy

Embedding narrow AI  
into business 
processes accelerates 
automation, having a  
negative impact on jobs

Damage to infrastructure 
and safety risk to employees 
under extreme weather 
events

Thermal coal mining declines 
due to reduced demand 
driven by high carbon price

Scaling up of adaptation 
requirements to 
build resilience to the 
environment, society 
and economic systems

Amplifying response 
to mitigation with high 
price placed on carbon

Increasing intensity of weather 
events requiring increased 
resilience and adaptive capacity 
for society and business

Increasing volatility of weather systems  
amplifying impacts on business

High carbon price 
impacts thermal 
coal demand on 
a global scale, 
stranding rail 
capacity and future 
revenue streams

Desalination 
facilities

Drone pilot 
training

Augmented 
reality

Road-to-rail 
modal shift

Road-to-rail 
modal shift well 

advanced

Automation 
impacts job 

opportunities 

New 
competencies 

Habitat loss caused by 
land use change leading 
to the decline of wetlands

Study of 
biomimicry 
for design 
and resilience

48% of  South African 
wetland ecosystem 
critically endangered

Emergence of 
Monitoring Valuation 
and Accounting 
System (payment for 
loss of biodiversity 
instituted)

Unsustainable 
fishing continues 
to decline global 
fish populations, 
amplifying  food 
security concerns

Widespread implementation of biodiversity offsets

Increase in bio-energy 
demand impacting the 
demand for fossil fuel

Increase in bio-energy demand possibly 
creating an export opportunity promoting fuel 
switching away from fossil fuels

Challenges in finding 
land for the business 
to offset may lead 
to increased project 
and monitoring costs 
over the business’s 
lifecycle due to 
stringent offsetting 
requirementsRapidly evolving 

environmental 
regime

Rising social 
activism 

Digital mass media 
manipulation

Decline in 
thermal coal 

demand

‘Uberisation’ 
of mobility 

system

Autonomous 
road freight 

system

Global shift to a circular 
economy underway; affordable 
renewable energy and climate 
change agreements expected to 
scale up adoption of renewable 
energy, resulting in a declining 
demand for fossil fuel energy

Water stress amplifying, 
increasing volatility to 
catchments and water supply

Water tariffs and restrictions on 
domestic and industrial usage

Food production impacted, resulting in inflationary 
increases on food prices and in imports

Water scarcity in the Western Cape and other regions 
addressed through innovative water solutions

Impacting business continuity in affected 
regions, and health and hygiene of 
employees Volume increase at ports 

from food imports

Coal production impacted, 
resulting in stranded rail 
capacity and negative 
impact on revenue

Water security across 
business addressed through 
innovative water solutions

Increased water stress in Waterberg 
region impacting access to water-
use licensing for coal mining

Advanced 
manufacturing

Water 
pipelines

Declining global demand for 
thermal coal impacting thermal 
coal value chain (including 
mining and logistics) Thermal coal export 

volumes expected to 
decline due to accelerating 
transition to cleaner energy

Manufacturing waste 
requirements drive 
prosumption business model

Adoption of digital factories and 
3D printing emerging globally

Iron ore mining will be impacted due to 
increased efficiency gains in recycling of 
steel and a decline in demand due to material 
substitution related to disruptive technology

Waste management optimisation presents opportunity 
for recycling and transportation of recycled materials

Increased steel recycling 
is expected to pose a 
threat to iron ore demand

Narrow artificial intelligence 
(AI) and big data analytics 
accelerating disruption 
across multiple sectors of 
the global economy

Artificial 
intelligence

2019 2025 2030 2040Figure 8: Emerging sustainability 
risks and opportunities

Impact of water scarcity and weather 
events on business continuity

Price volatility for thermal coal due to 
competitiveness created by convergence 
of: renewable energy; smart grid technology 
driven by 4th Industrial Revolution; and 
agreement on global carbon price

Deepening income 
inequality eroding social 

contracts within and 
between countries

Increasing political 
instability and 

social unrest result 
in increased large-
scale involuntary 
migration across 

countries

Community unrest 
due to inability 

to respond to all 
expectations

Slow redress 
of historical 

inequality leading 
to service delivery 

demonstrations

Increased 
unemployment 

due to disruptive 
technologies

Strain on 
infrastructure and 

social services

Social unrest 
emerging as a result 

of persistent job 
losses due to service 

delivery, lack of 
accessibility and 

automation

E-Highway

Syncromodality

Hyperloop 
mobility

Wave 
energy

Drone freight 
system

Concentrated 
solar power

Renewable energy 
smart grid

Decline in 
iron ore 
demand

Industrial 
scale 3D 
printing

3D printing technology at industrial scale 
reduces quantum of goods to be transported. 
Opportunities to adapt through new products 
and logistics services

High price on carbon 
drives adaptation at scale, 
including geo-engineering

AI addresses system-level challenges such as social 
inequality, economic progress and environmental challenges, 
however, creates risks in respect of human ingenuity

Decline in bee population  
impacting food production and 
presenting opportunities to leverage 
rail and pipeline corridors as 
pollination-rich zones

Biodiversity 
ecosystem 

services

Manufacturing at point of use: 3D 
printing technology expected to 
increase production efficiencies

Iron ore export volumes expected 
to decline due to increase in steel 
recycling and new materials

Integrated into 
satellite

2050

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/
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We intend to hold off on large-scale 
changes in the year ahead while  

we stabilise the Company and rebuild 
our social and relationship capital  

with key stakeholders.
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Our stakeholder universe

We recognise the critical value of good 
stakeholder relations in ensuring that 
the Company operates optimally to 
achieve its mandate. As such, we 
continue to strive to improve the ways in 
which we engage and communicate with 
our stakeholders. During the year, we 
reviewed our stakeholder universe, 
which comprises 17 stakeholder 
categories that have the potential to 
affect or be affected by the 
organisation’s activities. These 
categories of stakeholders also have the 
power to influence our business, both 
positively and negatively.

We promote an inclusive approach when 
engaging our material stakeholders. We 
align as far possible to the King IV Code 
in executing our mandate and attempt to 
consider all legitimate and reasonable 
needs, expectation and interests of all 
our material stakeholders. We continue 
to improve the quality of our stakeholder 
relationships and are guided by the 
Stakeholder Engagement Policy and 
Stakeholder Engagement Management 
Procedure in our endeavours. Together, 
they provide a methodical, company-
wide approach to managing stakeholder 
engagements. These engagements range 
from formal, daily communication with 
stakeholders to responding to crises.

Transnet’s detailed Stakeholder 
Engagement Report for the 2019 
financial year is available online at  
www.transnet.net. 

2019 Multi-Stakeholder 
Perception Survey 

King IV.  P16

The Remuneration and Social Ethics 
Committee (REMSEC) of the Board of 
Directors oversees Transnet’s 
stakeholder relationship management. 
To execute this duty, the REMSEC 
resolved that Transnet conducts a 
Multi-Stakeholder Perception Survey 
every two years to independently gauge 
how the organisation is perceived by its 
stakeholders. Over and above gauging 
perception, Part 5.5 of the King IV 
Report provides inter alia that: 

5.1 (4e) “The governing body shall 
oversee stakeholder relationship 
management, including the 
measurement of the quality of 
relationships and resultant appropriate 
responses.”

Employees reported a high level of 
dissatisfaction and weakening of 
relations. This stakeholder category 
(n=300) comprised both management 
and non-management. Only 24% of 
employees rated the quality of their 
relationship with Transnet as an 
employer as ‘good’, citing the following 
issues:
• Dissatisfaction with issues relating to 

lack of uniformity in the application of 
policies and procedures. 

• Lack of recognition, talent nurturing 
and reward. 

• Poor and ineffective communication. 
• The lack of transparency and 

consultation with respect to the new 
operating model. 

• Job security.

Communities (n=21) cited issues 
pertaining to lack of access to business 
and job opportunities, requesting that 
they be more engaged, and that certain 
opportunities be ring-fenced for those in 
close proximity to our operations. 
Accordingly, Transnet held numerous 

engagements with communities, 
business forums and the Amakhosi 
(community leadership) in those regions 
during the reporting period to establish 
formal structures to manage these 
needs and expectations.

Engaging our 
stakeholders on the new 
Transnet strategy

King IV.  P16

Transnet’s new strategy will be 
implemented through a new operating 
model that places customer centricity, 
operational excellence, financial 
sustainability and integration at the core 
of the business. Accordingly, Transnet’s 
stakeholder engagement strategy is 
being adapted to share the key tenets of 
the strategy with material stakeholders. 

The stakeholder engagement strategy is 
designed to be transparent, and to reach 
stakeholders through the 

communications channels that work best 
for them.   Our messaging intends to 
contextualise the new business strategy 
within the present business 
environment, our historical context and 
the broader market, and to make it 
understandable, accessible, and 
implementable across Transnet.  

During the year, greater emphasis was 
placed on actively engaging with 
stakeholders. The newly-appointed 
Board worked persistently to rebuild and 
regain confidence with our stakeholders. 
The Board hosted its first stakeholder 
breakfast with financial institutions, 
investors, business organisations and the 
media, with the objective of updating the 
South African public on the status of our 
business, our commitment to 
transparency and good governance, and 
our commitment – as the Board – to 
stabilise the organisation. 

Transnet further held numerous employee 
engagement sessions across the business 
to share the Board’s vision and to provide 
a platform through which employees can 
engage with the Company’s leadership.  

The 2019 Multi-Stakeholder Perception 
Survey covered 14 of the 17 stakeholder 
categories as per our stakeholder 
universe. 

The sample size (n) for the survey was 
450, a 66,6% increase from the 150 
respondents in the 2016/17 financial 
year survey, owing to the inclusion of 
employees which comprised both 
management and non-management 
(n=300).  The results of the survey are 
conclusive given that, of the 450 
participants surveyed, 89,7% (404) 
reported that they have been active 
stakeholders to Transnet (whether 
passively or involved) for a period of 
more than two years, while the remaining 
10,3% (46) have  been stakeholders for 
less than two years. We recorded a 100% 
response rate across all questions.  
A summary of results of the survey is 
provided below and can be read in full in 
the detailed Stakeholder Report on 
Transnet’s website at www.transnet.net.

Results of the 2019  
Multi-Stakeholder 
Perception Survey
The overall quality of Transnet’s 
engagement during the 2019 financial 
year was measured at 65%, reflecting a 
5% improvement from the previous 
survey (2018: 60%). We also recorded 
good performance overall in terms of the 
quality of our stakeholder relationships, 
with 75% of survey participants 
indicating an overall good quality of their 
relationship with Transnet. The results 

reflect the new Board’s ongoing efforts 
to re-engage stakeholders in a genuine 
spirit of collaboration, transparency and 
good corporate citizenship.

Regulators (n=5) noted an overall 
improvement in their relations with 
Transnet, with at least 80% of 
participants indicating a very high 
improvement in engagements. This can be 
attributed to the numerous engagements 
with the Railway Safety Regulator and 
Ports Regulator to manage issues 
relating to the Railway Safety Permit and 
the tariff applications. Further, Transnet 
has made progress with environmental 
regulators through the bilateral/
multilateral engagements to streamline 
processes relating to regulatory 
requirements, especially relating to 
Environmental Authorisations and 
Atmospheric Emission Licences.  

Financial institutions (n=20) also 
expressed a good level of satisfaction 
with Transnet’s engagement efforts. 
Overall, aspersions cast against 
Transnet’s governance processes and 
prolonged investigations into corruption 
have resulted in a high level of doubt in 
the integrity of the organisation’s 
leadership. However, Transnet has made 
good progress in rebuilding trust with 
lenders through continuous open 
engagements as part of the remedial 
plan developed in response to the 
qualified audit opinion, financial control 
environment and other governance 
matters. 

Addressing stakeholder interests

Figure 9: Key issues/concerns impacting stakeholders during the 2018 reporting period

Link to 2019 emerging risks Stakeholders  interested/affected2019 issues raised

Funding risks; ethics and reputational risks 

Community unrest leading to business interruptions; funding risks; ethics and 
reputational risks Stakeholder engagement 

Ethics and corruption

Transparency and 
accountability

Compliance to legal and other 
requirements

Financial sustainability

Governance and leadership

Operational 
efficiency/performance

Transnet’s overall strategy

Addressing and responding to 
issue concerns

Corporate social responsibility

Ineffective and poor communication

Clarity on the operating model

Not keeping promises

Funding risks; ethics and reputational risks 

Funding risks; potential adverse audit outcome – audit qualification relating to 
irregular expenditure

Complexity of pricing; competition risk

Reputation and Brand; community unrest leading to business interruptions; ethics 
and reputation at risks

Community unrest leading to business interruptions; ethics and reputational risks

Community unrest leading to business interruptions; ethics and reputational risks

Corporatisation of the National Ports Authority and Pipelines

Funding risks; ethics and reputational risks

Balancing regulated vs unregulated sustaining and expansionary capital 
investment in the face of funding constraints; delayed auditing financial results 
by external audit – potential impact on local and international legislative 
requirements 31 July 2019 deadline; railway network safety

People risk – tone at the top/company culture; effectiveness of governance 
structures 
Competition risk (high costs of freight services thus uncompetitive; climate 
change events and the effect on operations); complexity of pricing; derailments – 
impairment of assets relating to derailment and its impact on the Company’s 
financial performance; ICT vendor management
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Addressing key stakeholder concerns

King IV.  P16

Table 8: Key issues arising from our 2019 multi-stakeholder perception survey
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Stakeholder categories: Employees and Management     
Engagement frequency and communications vehicles:
• Frequency: Periodically
• Vehicles: Newsflashes, emails, staff broadcasts, roadshows and meetings

Reasons for engaging with employees 
and management  Key engagements in 2019 Key issues/areas of interest 
• Understand and respond to the needs 

and concerns of our employees.
• Ensure that we remain an employer of 

choice by providing a conducive working 
environment.

• Share the strategic direction of the 
Company.

• Share the performance of the Company.

• The Acting Group Chief Executive held 
numerous employee engagement 
sessions across Transnet between 
November 2018 and March 2019.

• Transnet launched the Employee Value 
Proposition and Values Cascade session 
in November 2018.

• Lack of consequence management
• Transparency and accountability
• Uniform application of policies and 

procedures
• Female representation at top 

management level
• Uncertainty about the new operating model
• Job security

Our responses:

• We issued precautionary suspension letters to employees who have been implicated in allegations of corruption through internal 
audit and forensic reports.

• We are providing refresher training to management and bargaining unit employees at Transnet Group Services on the talent 
management process – concept, methodology and the role of both management and employees throughout the process.  

• We provided training on Performance Management and Contracting to management in February 2019.
• We are establishing a central human resources approach – Project Sisonke – which structures support services of human resource 

services into a shared service model across operations to uniformly apply procedures and policies.
• We provided fraud awareness training to employees.

Stakeholder categories: Shareholder Minister and Board of Directors   
Engagement frequency and communications vehicles:
• Frequency: Periodically, annually and quarterly 
• Vehicles: Memoranda, letters, meetings and telecons

Reasons for engaging with the 
Shareholder Minister Key engagements in 2019 Key issues/areas of interest 
• Negotiate and conclude the Significance 

and Materiality Framework detailing 
how to address significant transactions 
for ministerial approval or noting. 

• Conclude the Shareholder’s Compact 
between July and December annually.

• Report on the Company’s performance 
against the Shareholder’s Compact and 
share the strategic direction and goals 
of the Company. 

• Engagement on and approval of the 
Significance and Materiality Framework. 

• Engagements on the strategic outlook 
of the Company considering the winding 
down of the Market Demand Strategy – 
as part of the new strategy formulation. 

• Negotiation of the 2019/20 
Shareholder’s Compact.

• Reporting of Interim Results in 
September 2018.

• Board strategy session in November 
2018 to review Transnet’s financial and 
operational performance.

• Mainstreaming of private sector 
partnerships (PSPs)

• Development of the new strategy
• Development of the new operating model
• Operational and financial performance
• Linking incentives to performance and 

audits
• Corporate governance issues

Our responses:
• We have started discussions on possible projects to be set aside for PSPs.
• We have started discussions on possible projects to be set aside for PSPs.
• We have assembled a team to focus on the development of the new strategy and operating model – this process is ongoing.
• We are instituting mechanisms to improve performance, including initiatives to recover lost volumes from Quarter 1 and broadly 

reconfiguring the Company to align with customer requirements.
• We are including a clause in the 2019/20 Shareholder’s Compact to set out parameters for the treatment of the incentive regime.
• We have instituted mechanisms to improve corporate governance, including lifestyle audits, cooperation with the Zondo 

Commission of Inquiry and are acting on the forensic reports commissioned by the Company.
• The Group Leadership Team was dissolved and an interim Executive Committee was established to stabilise the Company and to 

introduce a renewed focus on organisational performance.

Stakeholder categories: Investors and Rating agencies and financial institutions     
Engagement frequency and communications vehicles:
• Frequency: Periodically, annually, quarterly and biannually
• Vehicles: Meetings, emails, telecons and formal letters 

Reasons for engaging with investors 
and rating agencies and financial 
institutions  Key engagements in 2019 Key issues/areas of interest 
• Ensure good governance and deepen 

trust.
• Manage investor expectations and 

reputational risk.
• Provide performance information.
• Inform them about our strategy, 

governance, capex plans, funding needs 
and credit information.  

• Meet with credit rating agencies for 
liquidity reviews.

• Transnet hosted a stakeholder breakfast 
in February 2019 with financial 
institutions, investors, businesses and 
the media to demonstrate its 
commitment to transparency and good 
governance as well as the Board’s 
commitment to stabilising the  
Company. This was followed by a 
roadshow (London/Frankfurt) to update 
our international lenders and investors.

• Quarterly engagements with lenders 
focused on the 2018 financial year’s 
qualified audit opinion, financial controls 
(remedial action) and governance 
matters.

• Transnet met with key global players  
at the World Economic Forum to attract 
investment.

• Accountability
• Leadership stability
• Transnet’s overall strategic direction
• Financial sustainability
• 2018 financial year’s qualified audit 

opinion
• Financial control environment
• Governance matters
• Ethical leadership

Our responses:
• We have implemented a remedial plan that was shared with lenders affected by the audit qualification event, and with other lenders 

and stakeholders such as rating agencies. The remedial plan focuses on ensuring completeness of reporting on irregular 
expenditure as well as developing additional controls to prevent irregular expenditure from recurring. 

• We launched an Investor Portal in December 2018 to provide targeted interim performance information via a ‘quick access’ online 
mechanism.

• We continue to regularly engage with lenders and investors, providing updates on our performance and funding needed.

Stakeholder category: Customers    
Engagement frequency and communications vehicles:
• Frequency: Annually, bi-annually, periodically, quarterly and ad hoc
• Vehicles: Customer Satisfaction Survey, letters and telecons

Reasons for engaging with customers  Key engagements in 2019 Key issues/areas of interest 
• Obtain feedback on perceived service 

quality through the Customer 
Satisfaction Survey.

• Participate in sector events, such as the 
African Mining Indaba as platforms to 
connect with current and potential 
customers.

• Engage customers through customer 
breakfast sessions to demonstrate 
commitment to gauging and responding 
to their needs and concerns.

• Address service offering matters 
through the Customer Nerve Centre.

• The Board led an engagement with 
customers, business organisations and 
media in East London, where a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
was signed with the Buffalo City 
Metropolitan Municipality and East 
London Industrial Development Zone 
(IDZ) to harness the potential of the 
Port of East London and the IDZ to 
foster economic growth in East London.

• The Acting Group Chief Executive spoke 
at the African Mining Indaba where he 
shared the Company’s long-term vision 
to facilitate an integrated freight 
logistics system in Africa.  

• Transnet participated in the South 
African Production and Inventory 
Control Society which took place  
from 10 to 13 June 2018.

• Competitive pricing
• How Transnet can collaborate with 

customers and partners early on in 
projects to make them ‘bankable’

• Reducing the cost of logistics
• Customer service
• Low levels of trust in our ability to deliver 

services reliably
• Poor customer communication
• Declining rail performance levels and 

poor port productivity resulted in 
industry and customer complaints

• Lack of integration on key customer 
touchpoints

Our responses:
• We continue to engage with customers outside of formal meetings to showcase other service offerings.
• We are establishing a Customer Nerve Centre to serve as a centralised touchpoint that will facilitate the understanding, internal 

alignment, drive and ownership required to fulfil customer desires and resolve issues timeously.
• We are following up on issues and opportunities emanating from engagements with our African counterparts. 
• We are engaging customers to discern their interests and concerns in order to incorporate these into the new operating model so 

that it responds to customers’ needs.
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Stakeholder category: Regulators 
Engagement frequency and communications vehicles:
• Frequency: Periodic, monthly, quarterly
• Vehicles: Meetings, letters, MoUs and telecons

Reasons for engaging with  
regulators   Key engagements in 2019 Key issues/areas of interest 
• Facilitate the strategic management of 

economic regulation, safety regulation 
and the transport policy to ensure 
compliance, operational time and 
reputation, and to prevent loss of 
revenue.

• Discuss and submit tariff applications 
based on approved methodologies. 

• Ensure that the Company’s policy is 
aligned to its regulatory position. 

• Discuss compliance issues.

• Quarterly meetings held with the 
Department of Environmental Affairs 
and the Department of Water and 
Sanitation to discuss pending permits 
and licences as well as compliance to 
existing authorisations. 

• Meetings on the decommissioning of 
the Durban-Johannesburg pipeline. 

• Transnet National Ports Authority 
(TNPA) and Transnet Pipelines (TPL) 
tariff application meetings. 

• Compliance with legal and other 
requirements, including permit and 
licence conditions

• Transnet’s application of the asset base 
valuation methodology on TNPA’s 
regulated assets

• Adherence to Rail Safety Permit 
requirements

• Project planning and funding for the 
decommissioning of the Durban-
Johannesburg pipeline

• Delays and cost overruns on the 
completion on the New Multi-Product 
Pipeline (NMPP) project

Our responses:
• We are continuing with bilateral/multilateral engagements with relevant authorities to streamline our processes with regulatory 

requirements.
• We continuously engage the Ports Regulator in respect of the regulated asset valuation methodology.  
• A proposal to establish a team to review the Railway Safety Permit application has been communicated to the Regulator. The team 

will comprise representatives from both the regulator and railway operators. We continue to engage the Railway Safety Regulator 
to demonstrate our safety management system.

• We are in continuous engagements with Nersa to provide updates on the Durban-Johannesburg Pipeline 
decommissioning plan. 

• An NMPP prudency exercise is underway.

Stakeholder categories: Communities and Suppliers  
Engagement frequency and communications vehicles:
• Frequency: Periodically
• Vehicles: Meetings, campaigns, events and direct engagements

Reasons for engaging with 
communities and suppliers Key engagements in the 2019FY Key issues/areas of interest 
• Understand their needs and 

expectations. 
• Forge partnerships that serve to 

facilitate asset-based community 
development. 

• Create awareness about railway safety, 
including level crossings. 

• Communicate Transnet’s Community 
Investment Plan.  

• Launch of an enterprise development 
mega hub in Richards Bay in  
March 2019.

• Engagements held between April and 
December 2018 with community forums 
in the Gert Sibande District, King 
Cetshwayo District Municipality, 
Umkhanyakude Municipality and 
Zululand District Municipality to discuss 
job and business opportunities.

• The AGCE engaged local business 
forums through stakeholder breakfasts 
and dinners. 

• Engagements with Amakhosi in 
KwaZulu-Natal.

• Access to enterprise and supplier 
development opportunities

• Job opportunities
• Health and safety along the railway 

reserve
• Access to bursaries
• Skills development
• Localisation of supply and labour

Our responses:
• We continue to present youth development opportunities through skills training to enable them to enter the mainstream economy 

by becoming employed or starting their own businesses. 
• Through our Learning and Development department, we are ring-fencing opportunities for Engineers in Training, Chartered 

Accountants as well as Young Professionals in Training. 
• We provide primary healthcare services via the Phelophepa Healthcare Trains.
• We are providing socio-economic development opportunities through hubs.
• We are offering education and sports through the Whole School Programme, which provides support to both learners and teachers. 
• We are taking an integrated approach to enterprise and supplier development and CSI t to ensure a much greater impact on the 

societies surrounding our operations.
• We launched an enterprise development mega hub set to support and transform the growth of small, medium and micro enterprises 

and aspiring entrepreneurs in Empangeni in Richards Bay.

We trust that our efforts 
will contribute

to the overall efficiency 
and growth of

the South African 
logistics environment

and, in turn, have a 
positive impact on the

economic growth of the 
country.
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